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Introduction

In the theory of automorphic functions it is important to investigate the

properties of the singular sets of the properly discontinuous groups. But we

seem to know nothing about the size or structure of the singular sets of

Kleinian groups except the results due to Myrberg and Akaza DJ, which state

that the singular set has positive capacity and there exist Kleinian groups

whose singular sets have positive 1-dimensional measure. , In our recent paper

C2], we proved the existence of Kleinian groups with fundamental domains

bounded by five circles whose singular sets have positive 1-dimensional measure

and presented the problem whether there exist or not such groups in the case

of four circles. The purpose of this paper is to solve this problem. Here

we note that, by Schottky's condition [4], the 1-dimensional measure of the

singular set is always zero in the case of three circles.

In § § 1-3 we shall give the more extensive criterion than that of the former

paper [2] for the singular sets of the Kleinian groups to have positive 1-

dimensional measure and define the general computing functions of order v on

a Kleinian group. In §4, using these computing functions we shall give the

example which solves the problem.

§ 1. Kleinian groups and isometric circles of linear transformations

1. Consider the properly discontinuous groups G of the linear transformations

which have the fundamental domain Bo bounded by N mutually disjoint circles

{/S}f«i. Then there exist two different kinds of generators. A generator S, o

of the first kind transforms the outside of a boundary circle KiQ onto the inside

of a boundary circle iΓ/0 different from ϋG0 and a generator 5y0 of the second

kind transforms the outside of Kj0 onto the inside of KJo itself. The former
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146 TOHRU AKAZA

is the hyperbolic or loxodromic transformation and the latter is the elliptic

transformation with period 2.

Let us start from Z?o and form a properly discontinuous group of linear

transformations with the fundamental domain Z?o. Take 2p {N>2p)

boundary circles {Hi, H'i)U\ from {ϋ&}?.i. Let Si be a hyperbolic or loxodromic

generator which transforms the outside of Hi onto the inside of Hi. We denote

by SΓ1 the inverse transformation of Si. Then {S/}f=i generate a Schottky

group Gi whose fundamental domain Bi^Bo is bounded by {Hi, ΛΓ{}f-i. Let

{7}}y=i be the elliptic transformations with period 2 corresponding to the

remaining boundary circles {Kj}%\, where N'-2p = q. Then {7y}y-i generate

a properly discontinuous group G2 whose fundamental domain B^BQ is the

outside of the boundary circles {ϋίy}y»i. By combining two groups Gi and G2,

a new group G = Gi G2, which is generated by {S/}f-i and {Ty}y»i, is obtained

and is called a Kleinian group. It is easily seen that the fundamental domain

of G coincides with ft = 5i Π B2 and G is properly discontinuous.

2. We denote by ST the transformation obtained by composition of

transformations S and T contained in G, that is,

ST(z) = S(T{z)).

We put SS = S2 and Sλ = S Sx~1 inductively for any integer λ (>1) . For a

negative integer λ, Sλ denotes (S"1)1^. Then any element S of G has the form

5 = S(VA ) Tjk S,Vl) Ty, S(v0), viz.,
( 1 5(2) = S«v*>(Γyfc( ( T y ^ W * ) ) )),

where i»f (i' = 0, . . . , k) are integers and 5<V|, denotes the |i*, | product of gener-

ators of Gi or their inverses and 7y, (T , = identity) denotes the generator of

G2. We call the sum

the grade of S. The image S(BQ) of the fundamental domain Bo. by S ( e G)

with grade m (>l) is bounded by ΛΓ circles S(fli ), 5(i7/) and S(Kj), (i = Γ,. . . fp,

; = 1 , . . . , q, N = 2p + q). For simplicity, we call the outer boundary circle

C(m> of S(BQ), which is contained in the boundary of the image of BQ under

some 7 ( e G ) with grade m - 1, a circle of grade m. Circles {Hi, #/}?-! U <J?ε» β̂l;
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which bound Bo, are of grade 1. The number of circles of grade m is obviously

equal to N(N-l)m'\

Denote by Dm the N(N - l)m~1-ply connected domain bounded by the whole

circles of grade m. Evidently {Dm} (m = 0, 1, . . . ) is a monotone increasing

sequence of domains. The complementary set Dc

m of Dm with respect to the

extended 2-plane consists of N(N-l)m~l mutually disjoint closed discs. The
CO

set E = Π Dm is perfect and nowhere dense. We call E the singular set of
w = l

G. The group G is properly discontinuous in the complementary set of E.

3. For a linear transformation of the form

the circle I ' \cz-\-d\-l is called the isometric circle of the transformation

(See Ford [3]). The radius of / equals l/\c\.

By a transformation lengths and areas inside its isometric circle are

increased in magnitude and lengths and areas outside the isometric circle are

decreased in magnitude. A transformation carries its isometric circle into the

isometric circle of the inverse transformation. The radii of the isometric

circles of a transformation and its inverse are equal.

Let G denote a properly discontinuous group of linear transformations.

We suppose that, if an element of G transforms the point at infinity into itself,

then the element is the identity of G. Consider two arbitrary transformations

of G

T : Ίϊz) = ™-J:-°- ad-bc=l,c*0,

and

S: S(z)=~^f, ad-fr = l,

We assume that S*T"\ The isometric circle of ST=S(T(z)) is the circle

Denote by ISt /s, /r, IT and / s r isometric circles of S, S"\ T, T"1 and ST,

respectively. Let gs, g's, gτ, g[ and gar be their centers, and let Rs, Rτ and

Rzr be radii of Is, IT and IsT.

As to these values, the relation
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" \g'τ-ga\

holds.

If the grade of a transformation in G is m, its isometric circle is called an

isometric circle of grade m. The number of the isometric circles with grade

m is obviously equal to N(N-l)m~x.

§2. Measure of the singular sets of Kleinian groups

4. Given a set e of points in the 2-plane and a positive number δ, we

denote by I(δ, e) a family of a countable number of closed discs U of diameter

£u^δ such that every point of e is an interior point of at least one U.

We call the quantity

Λ\ = limδ->oC inf Σ £Ϊ1

the ^-dimensional measure of ε.

In L2] we obtained the important criterion for the singular set E of a

Kleinian group G to have the positive ^-dimensional measure. But we need a

more extensive one to get a deeper result about the property of the singular

set E.

5. Denoting by rf and by r{?+l) (i = 1, . . . , N- 1) the radius of the

outer boundary circle C}m\ that is, a circle of grade m and the radii oί N~ I

inner boundary circles Cj m + 1 ) (ί= 1, . . . , N- l) of the image Bm of the

fundamental domain £ 0 by a transformation Sίm) ( e G ) with grade m, we have

the following (See [1]).

PROPOSITION 1. There exist positive constants iΓ0 ( < 1) and kQ depending

only on Bo such that

(3)

Denote by F*o the family of all closed discs bounded by circles of grade

n (5»<0. It is easy to see that Fn% is a covering of the singular set of our

Kleinian group G and by Proposition 1 that the diameter of any discs of Fn,

is less than a given δ ( >0) for sufficiently large n0.

For such covering F«o we have the following important

PROPOSITION 2 ([1]). Let F%h be a covering of E constructed by discs in Fn0
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whose radii are not greater than 6/2 ko and let rc be the radius of a disc C in

Fno

k°y where ko is a positive constant in Proposition 1. Then it holds

(4) VE = lim inf Σ (2
V no > wo

where K is an absolute constant.

6. Now we shall give a sufficient condition for the singular set of G to

be positive. For this purpose we need a following lemma.

LEMMA 1. Let

be a transformation of grade m in G and denote by r{im the radius of a boundary

circle C OT) ofSim)(Bo). Then there exist positive constants k{G) and K(G) depending

only on G such that

(5) M G ) ( i ? ( m ) ) μ ^ ( r m )]ίl2^K(G)(R{m)y\ l ί = 1, 2, . . . , N)9

where Rίm) = l/k ( m ) | is the radius of isometric circle of S{m\

Proof. The radius r m ) of a circle C W ) of grade m by S(/7I(2) is given by

β f j |^[

where # is a suitable one in {Hi, H^f^ U {iζ,}^=1 which S[m) carries into C\m).

Hence, we have

-rf
\dz\

Again we note that the point —dimι/cιmi is outside of BQ. If we put

J = m a x U + (d{m)/cim))\ and <S = minU-f (d{n

then

where r is the radius of H.

Such inequalities hold for all circles of grade m. Hence, there exist

positive constants k(G) and K(G) such that
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ϊn fact, we may take k(G) as the minimum of 0/J 2 ) μ / 2 and KiG) as the maximum

of (r/<f)μ/3, when H runs in {Hit # }?=1U {Ktf.t and S(m ( m > l ) varies inG.

q.e.d.

By using this lemma, we can prove the following

THEOREM 1. Let G be a Kleinian group defined in § 1. If there exists a

positive integer v such that

(6)

for radius RSm) of any isometric circle 7s(«o of grade m and radii R^m**) = i?s(w)s(v)

of {N-lV isometric circles 7s<w)S<v) of grade m + v% where the right element 7Ί 0/

S'm) rfoβs w ί *0WΛ/ to *A* inverse of the left element T* of S^] in S ( m + v ) = S ( m 'S ί v ) ,

//?̂ « /Λ̂  (μ/2)-dimensional measure of the singular set E of G is positive.

Proof. Take a covering Fnϋ

kt of £ constructed by a finite number of closed

discs 7>s(»α), . . . , Dsi»*Q)y which are bounded by circles

( 7 ) Cs(n»ι), . . . , Cs(mQ)t

respectively, where Cs(™,) (1^/^ζ?) is a circle of grade my, that is, an outer

boundary circle of the image S(mj\Bo).

Denote min (my) by m*. We amend the covering Fnf' in the following

manner: (i) if m ; - m* is a integral multiple of v, we leave the circle C&mj)

untouched, and (ii) if mj-m*-vp + T, (Ό<r<i>), where p is positive integer,

we replace the circle Cs(^) with the (AT- l ) v " τ circles Cs'/"/), Cs[
mo'^ . . ., Caffil^-x

of grade my contained in C.s(»«̂ , where m'j — m* = v(p + l). After such amendment

we get a new covering Tπi*0 whose elements are all the discs bounded by the

circles of grade m* -f v p. Denote such circles by

(8) Cs(wi'), Csimz'), . . . , Cj?imΛ'),

Then we get from (3) of Proposition 1 the following inequality

(9) Σ ( r s ( ^ ) ) μ / 2 > # ( * ) Σ (rs(mj>))μl\ (Q^R),
j"l .7 = 1

where rs(»̂ > and rs(
mj/) are the radii of the circles (7) and (8), respectively and

K(v) is the constant depending only on v and £<>. By using (5) of Lemma 1,

we obtain
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where RS(»>j') is the radius of the isometric circle of the transformation S{ntj'\

From the construction of *FδJΛ

k\ there exist in (8) some systems {Wmjc*},

each of which consists of (AT- l) v boundary circles with the following properties:

(i) {N-lY circles of Wmk* have same grade number mt, while the grade of

circles of different systems are not necessarily equal, (ii) (N-lY circles of

each system Wmk* are totality of inner boundary circles of S{mk*~^(Bo) for a

transformation S(mfc*~v) of grade mt - v so that they are bounded by a circle

of grade mt - v.

These (N - l ) v circles in Wmk* are arranged N - 1 by N— 1 and are replaced

by circles of grade mt — 1 and after that, we repeat also such procedure and

so on. After v time procedure, we reach to the circle of grade mt - v> that

is, the outer boundary circle of S(m**~v)(fi>). By the assumption (6), it holds,

for each system,

where Σ denotes the sum when 5< v ί runs over all the transformations of grade

v whose left elements are not equal to the inverse of the right element of

S{mk*~*\ After replacing (iV-l) v circles of each system Wmk* by a circle

Cso»fr*-w of grade mt - v surrounding them, that is, an outer boundary circle

of Smie*"'')(Bo)y we have also a new covering of E consisting of closed discs

which are denoted by DaW),- Z>S(«i">, . . . ,-Ds^c"). They are bounded by

circles

Then there exist in (11) some systems { Wm*,) which satisfy the above condi-

tions (i) and (ii) and hence, for each system of {Wm*k,)i it holds also

Repeating this procedure, we obtain the following

(12) Σ(#s<<'</)>μS Σ
^ 1 )
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where m* = min (m;) and the summation in the right hand side is taken over

all transformations in G with grade m*. By a similar argument, if we put

m* = vpo + TQ, (l^ro<ϊ>), where p0 is a positive integer, we see easily

(13) Σ (i?s<»>*>)μ > Σ (Rs^o>)μ ^ min ( Σ

where Σ denotes the sum with respect to all elements and their inverses of

grade r0 in G and in particular Sa\ ( r o = l ) , denotes a generator or its inverse.

Here the quantity in the right hand side of (13) is a positive constant. Thus,

for any covering Fn9

ko of E, we have from (9), (10), (12) and (13)

(14) Σ ( ^ > ) μ / 2 S K* min ( Σ (A<τ >)μ) >0,

where K* = K(v)k(G). Putting 7? = -£- in (4), we can prove our Theorem

from (14) and Proposition 2. q.e.d.

§ 3. General computing function of a Kleinian group

7. Let us consider a transformation

O = Λ O —O i v i v - Γ i 2 i l > VO = O Ik, 1\ ^

-1) and

of a Kleinian group, where Tk and Ty (l^j^v l) are generators or their

inverses. Let !?**> be the radius of the isometric circle of S{k\ Then we have

from (2)

v-l) I

and therefore

Noting t h a t ^ s ( m ) = S- < m ) ( ° ° ) , ^s<».)3.v = Γ Γ ' S " ' " 0 ( « ) , . . . . ^ m , , , , ,

= ^ίm*v-.)= TΓ+i Γ ; I , Γ 7 1 5 " " " ) ( « > ) , (15) is also wr i t ten in the form

!*„—™
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Since ^ i = Γ, ( °°), #*«.+*-« =» ΓΓ+i * 7V2i7V\S-(w)< ™ ) and Ti*Tΐϊu g*?

and gstm^-i) are contained in the different boundary circles of Bo and hence

each denominator of the product in the right hand side of (16) does not vanish.

If we replace gsw) = S~{m)(co) by z in the denominator of (16) and form

the summation with respect to all S ί v > (7*# 7V1) of grade v in G, we obtain

the following function

(17) f^(z) =

( 7 W identity, Γ Γ ^ T * ) ,

where z varies on the closed disc bounded by Hix, the boundary circle of Bo

mapped onto the boundary circle H^ of Bo by Tk. Since the (N- l ) v denomi-

nators of (17) doίi't vanish, fτk

H(z) is continuous in the closed disc D,-, bounded

by ft, and hence uniformly continuous. It is obvious that

/

We call f^(z) the ^-dimensional computing function of orders on Tk

and there exist N computing functions /r* ) vU) (& = 1, . . . , N) in all, since

the last element Tk of Sm) is any generator or its inverse of G. Such functions

(/τ*vU)}, ( * = 1 , . . ,iV) are called the ^-dimensional computing functions

of order j ^ o n a Kleinian group G.

8. We take a generator or its inverse Ti and consider the μ dimensional

computing function f(^(z) of order v on Ti. Then / ^ J v U ) is defined in the

closed disc DTi ' \z — aTi\<LrTi bounded by Hτt which is a boundary circle of BQ

mapped onto H'Ti. by Ti, Since /r f v U) is uniformly continuous in DTii we can

choose δ depending only on any small e, so that it holds |/J# V U) -/ί?> vUOI <ε

for ^ and 2' satisfying \z — z'\<δ in Z)^.

Denote by Ei the subset of E contained in DΊi. Since, from Proposition 1,

any radius r<m) of circles of grade m is equal or less than i£T~V(1) (iΓ0< 1),

which tends to zero for m-> «>, there exists a grade number wt) depending only

on 3 so that for any S{m) = S m~l) Ti (m^m0) there is 20 e £, such that gs<m) e Z)δ (20),

where Z)ό'(2o) denotes the disc with center 20 and with radius <5. Hence it can

be seen that
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(18) \f^Hzo) -/&)v(£,OH))|<e,

Suppose that

(19) f{τ Λz)> ;,-, for any 2 e

Then we have from (18) and (19)

Now we prove the following

THEOREM 2. L̂ / G be a Kleinian group whose fundamental domain is bounded

by N boundary circles as in § 1. #"

(20) /ίζ

#n //&£ singular subset Ei of E contained in the boundary circle HTi (i = 1, . . . , N)

of Bo respectively, then the singular set E of G has the positive (-7M -dimensional

measure.

Proof. For any i, take e so small that it may hold λi - e> 1 (/= 1, . . . , N).

Then we can determine the grade number mQ such that the inequalities

fWg * = 1, . . . , N)

hold. Hence we have the following inequalities

for radius Rs

rm) of any isometric circle /«*(»») of grade m and radii 2?5(iw>.s(v) of

the (N- l) v isometric circles 7S(«os(v) of grade (m + vK Thus, by Theorem 1,

we get the theorem. q.e.d.

9. In order to determine the positiveness of the ^-dimensional measure of

E, it is important to seek for the values λi (/ = 1, . . . ,,N) as sharp as possible

one can.

If we put 2,ViU) = 77+! TζliT^iz) (i = 1, . . . , v - 1) in (17), we obtain

Rτι ... Rτί" Γ
-Γv Γ

Denote by Dt the minimum closed subdomain, which is contained in Ds bounded

by the boundary circle Hs mapped onto H1* by S and further contains the
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singular subset of E contained in Hs. We put ZΪ-ΛD?,,) - DT+\ and note that

Let

(22) {z,(z), . . . tzj(z)9 . . . ,zΛz), z)

be a coordinate of v complex numbers, where z<aDΪk and ZJ(Z) e D*, (2^j^v).

Since the number of S ' 0 0 = TΓ'S" 0 " 1 ' ^TΓ'Tϊ1- TV with T;1 * Tk is

(AT- lV"1, there are (N - l)v~1 number of coordinates in all.

Let only the first component z* in (22) move freely in Z)2* for fixed zj(z)

v). Then we have

min

mm
T
-1

on Z)3*fc, where (22) e (D*) denotes that the first component z2 of each coordinate

with the form (22) moves in each minimum closed subdomain A*. We note

that there are such (N- l ) v - 1 closed subdomains.

After this procedure, let only the second component z3 of each coordinate

with the form (22) move freely in D3* for fixed zj(z) (i^j^v). Then we have

min { min Σ C « Y) on Dΐk>

( ( e ()

where (z3)e(D3*) denotes that the second component z* of each coordinate

with the form (22) moves in each minimum closed subdomain A*. There are

such (iV-l)v~2 closed subdomains. Repeating this procedure, we obtain the

following inequality:

(24) /& ) v (*)^ min { min { { min Σ C " T) }
* h

on Z>?Λ, where (2/) e (D*), (i = 2, . . . , z>) denote that 2 moves in a minimum

closed subdomain D*. If we denote the right hand side of (24) by >U, we get

the following

(25) / 1 Γ < 2 ) ^ λk, (k = l9 ... tN).

§ 4. Examples of Kleinian groups whose singular sets have
positive 1-dimensional measure

10. In our recent paper [2], we proved the existence of Kleinian groups

with fundamental domains bounded by five circles whose singular sets have
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positive 1-dimensional measure and presented the problem whether there exist or

not such groups in the case of four circles. Here we note that, by Schottky's

condition [4], the 1-dimensional measure of the smgular set is always zero in

the case of three circles.

In this chapter, by using the conditions (for μ=2) of Theorem 2 and the

method of No. 9, we shall show the existence of Kleinian groups with fundamental

domains bounded by four circles whose singular sets have positive 1-dimensional

measure.

As the preliminary to give our example, at first we shall show how to

construct a transformation T which maps the outside of a circle H onto the

inside of another circle Hf, where H and H' have equal radii, though in

generally we can set up infinitely many such transformations.

Denote two circles by

H: \z-q\ = r, H' : \z-q'\ = r.

If T is restricted by the conditions: #'= T(°o) and g^T'H™), it is easily

seen that T has the following form

(26) z = T(z) =
z—-.q

where β is any real number and the isometric circles h and If are H and H1

respectively.

11. Secondly we shall give two lemmas which we shall need later.

LEMMA 2. Let Pχ = P{Rf 0) and P 2 = P(i?, π) be fixed on real axis in the

complex z-plane and P = P(r, θ) move on the fixed circle Cr UI = r. Then the
2 1function f{P) = Σ-==CT of P attains its minimum at the points on the imaginary

' = 1 JΓJΓt

axis, where PPi denote the distances between P and Pi.

Proof. By using the polar coordinates, we obtain

fiy β\ — L- -4- I
1 ' } ~R2+r*-2Rrcosθ ^ ϊ?2+r2-f2Rrcos0

Hence the minimum is attained at θ~ ^ or -yπ. q.e.d.
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LEMMA 3. Let PI = P{R, ~ y ) A = P ( # , ' j) and P* = P(R, π) be fixed
Γ>

in the complex z-plane, and P- P(r, 0) move in the fixed closed disc U : UI^-9-
3 ^

Then the function f(P) — Σ ==2" attains its minimum at the origin.
t = i PPt

Proof. As in Lemma 2, we obtain the following representation of f(P) :

y -0) i?2 + r2~2i?rcos(y+0)

1
R1Jtr2+2Rrcosθ

If we differentiate with respect to ^ for fixed r, we have

dθ {R2jtr2,

sin0
= -?~ra\2-ha)(2- a) sin 3 0,

where a- -DΊ7 ΐ (^l^ Hence the values which satisfy the equation -~̂ - =0

in 0^0^-y. are 0 and -y

Since

I f L , λ 1)

\ f q f \
l iso
)

, 0) (or Pir, -5-)) is the point at which /(r, 0) attains the minimum (or

the maximum) for any fixed r

We differentiate /(r, 0) with respect.to r, and see that - ^ , — has only

/?
one zero point in 0 < r < -«-. at which /(r, 0) takes the maximum value in

r>

-g- Hence the inequality
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r>

implies that /(0, 0) is the minimum value of /(r, 0) in O^ίr^-g and hence

that of f(r, θ) in U. q.e.d.

12. Example. The case of N = 4.

Consider the three circles Hj (j = h 2, 3) with centers aj = 2 £ f~τ~Λ

0'= 1, 2, 3 /* = - 1) and equal radii /3~-e, respectively. We let these three

circles /// (.7=1, 2, 3) correspond to the elliptic transformations Sj (j- 1, 2, 3)

with period 2.

Then we obtain a Fuchsian group d of the second kind with the fixed

circle \z\ = 1 + ej. The singular set of d is on the circle Ul = 1 + ci and is

nowhere dense. Next we describe a circle i/4 with center at the origin and

the radius 2 - yjlϊ and let it correspond to the elliptic transformation S4 with

period 2.

Combining the Fuhcsian group d with G2 generated by S4 only, we obtain

a Kleinian group d that is, a combination group d G2, whose fundamental

domain Bo is connected and bounded by four circles Hj (j= 1, 2, 3, 4).

For convenience of the calculation, we consider the limit case e = 0. Then

i?o is no more connected and the fixed circle of G\ is Ul = 1.

Denote by Dj ( ;= 1, 2, 3, 4) the closed discs bounded by Hj (j= 1, 2, 3, 4)

and by V the closed unit disc. Then the singular set E of G lies in the inside

of VΓ\ I U Dj \. The generating transformations of G have the following forms

(see (26)):

+
Sj(z) = - i - ? ^ ( = 1, 2, 3)

(27) ( - ! ) / - ! ? ! • _Γ 2 '

(β v real number).

By the symmetricity of the figure, it is sufficient to calculate the values

of the computing functions /£ )v(z) and fί^(z) of order v in'VΓVZVand Z>4,

respectively.

(I) Case of order v = 1.

(a) It holds that in VΠDi
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3) 2

z\2

(2-V3)
~\2

We see from Lemma 2 that it attains the minimum at z = i in FΠ Λ . Hence

/£h(s) > ^ + (2-V"3")β> 0.928 on FΠft .

The condition (20) of Theorem 2 is not satisfied,

(b) It holds that in Z)4

Since fZh(z) attains the minimum in D± at the origin from Lemma 3, it holds

Js4 \Z/έZ\ ~~o~~/ ** ~~ "̂~ — ώ.ZD.

In the cases of order v = 2, 3, 4, we can not obtain the desired results.

But in the case of order v = 5, we do succeed as shown below.

(II) Case of order v = 5.

The 2-dimensional computing function of order 5 is as follows:

r>2 r>2

fl2)t(z) = Σ --^

(28)

where z<=D?s {Tδ*TΓι).

By the symmetricity of the figure, it is sufficient to calculate the values of

f*\u(z) and fa\H{z) in VΓ\Dι and D4, respectively, according as Tδ is Si or S4.

Now we shall give some preliminary appreciations.

(a) We denote by Σ α ) the sum taken over all the SΓo) = SU)Tι with

the same SU) = T5T.iTsT2. By (I) we have

according as Ti is one of Su S2 a^d 53 or 7*2 = 54.

(b) We denote by Σ ι 2 ) the sum taken over all the S(5} = S{5)T2Tι with

the same 5 ( 3 ) = T5T4Tz. See the table from above.
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(b. 1) The case of Γs = SΊ. By (a) and Lemma 2, we have

r>2 r>2
2) KT\ Kn

+ 2.25X
Rl<

^0.928 Σ

Γ2- >0.928x I- +2.25x(2-V3) 2

In the cases of T3 = & or 53 we have the same.

(b. 2) The case of T9 = S4. From (a) and (I) we have

r>2 r>2

^0.928 Σ r —

>0.928x2.25.
Thus we obtain the last column of the table.

TABLE

Si

s4

1 5

Tι

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

S3

Ti

3

3

(2-VT)2

3

3

3

R\4

Ti

gTrx

at

ai

ai

a\

at

az

gτr>

moves in

DiOV

2>

S i
S3

Si

Si
S J

Si

Si
S2
Si

St
Si

I Si

S i
D4 \ Si

Tr'(z)
moves in

Ti

Si

S i

S2
S i

Ts

RTi

3
3

(2-V.3 )2

3
3

(2-V3 )2

3
3
3

3
3

( 2 - V 3 ) 2

3
3

(2-V3)*

3
3

(2-V3)'

Ti

gτrι

ai

ai

ai
at

ai

a\
a\
as

ai
az
ai

ai
ai

ai

ax
at

ai

Ts

moves in

DtΠV

DzOV

Di

DiΠV

DiΠV

DiOV

moves in

Cl

Cl

C2

Cl

Cl

C2

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

ct

ex
Cl

Cl

J is not
less than

7 = Σ 1 2 ) Rl,

d = 0.928 x y + 2.25 x (2 - v 3 )2.

Cz = 0.928x2.25.
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(c) We denote by Σ ί 4 ) the sum taken over all the S ίδ) with the same T5.

See the. table from below.

(c. 1) The case of T"5 = 5Ί. Using (a), (b), Lemma 2 and (I), we have

\gτ~ι - i 4 i s

X

|t + 2.25(2-

S ( ( y ) 2 + 2.25 (2 - UY}Ci + | - (2 - V 3~)V

In the cases of Γ5 = S2 or S3 we have the same,

(c. 2) The case of T5 = Su Similarly we have

=«•,«.,*, I fir-1- T 5 '(z)Γ

x I Xd + 2.25x (2-V"3)2xc2.

Now we can show that f{f,\z) >1 for any Γ6.

(A) The case of Γ6 = Si. In this case Tb takes on S2, S3 and Si. Hence,

by (c) and Lemma 2, we have

> |{(!-)2+2.25x(2-V"3)2}xcι+|-(2-V"3-)2xc2]x Σ , ^^
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4-(2-V.3")2x{2.25x y Xd + 2.25x (2 - V~3")2 x

x J2.25 X | - x d + 2.25 x (2 - V^)2 x φ 1.002004.

(B) The case of Γ6 = S4. Γ5 takes on 5j, 52 and Si, so that we have

/iVU) ^[{ ( ! " ) ' +2.25x (2-V3") f }x^+ y (2-VT)2c2]x2.25>2.218873.

Thus we see that the condition of Theorem 2 is satisfied and have

THEOREM 3. Under Kleinian groups whose fundamental domains are bounded

by mutually disjoint iV ( > 4 ) circles, there exist ones whose singular sets have

positive l-dimensional measure.

Recalling our result about Poincare theta-series [1], we have the following

COROLLARY. Under Kleinian groups whose fundamental domains are bounded

by mutually disjoint N (2:4) circles, there exist one, the ( - 2) -dimensional Poincarέ

theta-series θz(z) with respect to which does not converge in Z)*, where D* denotes

the compact subdomain of Ec given by deleting the suitable neighbourhoods of the

poles of Θ2(z) and their transforms on G from any compact subdomain D<^EC.

13. Considering the Schottky subgroups G* of G given by inversion method

(see [2]), we have the following

THEOREM 4. There exist Schottky groups whose fundamental domains are

bounded by 6 boundary circles and whose singular sets have positive l-dimensional

measure. The (-2)-dimensional Poincare theta-series Θ2(z) with respect to such

Schottky group does not converge in D*.
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